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Deployment and Recovery Systems

Deployment of the aerial vehicle may be from a few methods. A typical method is the conventional take-off via a
runaway. This method required the aerial vehicle to have landing gear, nose gear and rudder. With the UAV Systems
having the aerial vehicle to take-off conventionally, the GCS is more likely to be stationed beside a runaway. How
ever, for an operation where runaway is not available, other methods of deployments are required. The unconven
tional take-off method may be called as catapult launch. The catapult launcher can be categorized into bungee cord,
pneumatic, rocket and hydraulic.

The catapult launcher needs to launch the aerial vehicle at certain speed where the speed is above the stall speed
in order for the aerial vehicle to sustain height and climb. Considerations need to be given on the structural strength
of the airframe of the aerial vehicle to absorb the force due to the acceleration to obtain the desired speed. The
launcher rail is desired to be elevated at certain angle from the ground and the length of the rail will be proportionate
to the take-off speed required by the aerial vehicle.

Bungee cord launcher uses an elastic rubber cord as the main energy sources. The potential energy stored during
the extension of the cord will produce high acceleration force to pull the aerial vehicle along the rail during take-off.
Pneumatic launcher typically uses the pressure to compress the gas and these will energise kinetic energy in the gases
to create high force to move the aerial vehicle to the required take-off speed. The hydraulic launcher basically uses
the hydraulic fluid to push the aerial vehicle on the rail, while the rocket launcher uses the rocket flame to generate
lift for the aerial vehicle. This rocket launcher mayor may not use the launcher rail for the take-off purposes since
the aerial vehicle is able to manoeuvre using the control surfaces. Mini and Micro UAVs categories normally are
launched using hand launch due to the fact that the weight of these UAVs scale is less and force required to produce
the required speed are within the human capability.

There are a few recovery methods for the unmanned aerial vehicles. Other than the conventional landing, the
aerial vehicle may be recovered by parachute, net, hook arrester, and belly landing. These recovery systems need to

, be suitable with the application of the UAVs. However, if the luxury of runaway is available, then, the best recovery
is still the conventional recovery method. ' .

!. • Parachute recovery is a recovery system using onboard parachute where it will be deployed when the button for
parachute deployment is triggered. Parachute also may act as a speed reducer for certain UAV during landing on the
runaway. Other than that, parachute may also be used to terminate the UAV during lost of link or damage during
testing. The size of the parachute has to cater for the maximum take-off weight of the aerial vehicle. On the other
hand, parachute obviously contributes significant weight to the whole aircraft.

Net recovery usually will be useful under circumstances where the landing areas are very limited such as in the
jungle, carrier ship or in the dessert where the ground is very unstable. The main criterion for the net recovery system
is that the propulsion system of the aerial vehicle must not be at the nose ofthe aircraft. In other words, only a pusher
configuration of aerial vehicle is applicable.

Hook arrester is used to reduce the speed of the aerial vehicle and at the same time to bring the aircraft to stop.
This application may only be used at a short runaway or aircraft carrier ship. Belly landing is used for the UAV in the
class of mini and micro where these UAV do not have landing gear and were launched via hand launch.

Payload

Payload for UAVs is normally referred to the onboard sensor capability in performing the mission tasked to the sys
tem. There are a few categories of UAY. payloads such as electro-optical gimballed, radar, missile, Laser, Infrared
and a few more. Payload plays the most important role in any mission since the images from the payloads are the
core intention of the mission. Multiple payload sensors are currently highly desirable to be onboard the aerial vehicle
in order for the systems to have capability of performing not only single mission profile. A few examples of multiple
payload sensors are WESCAM™ MX-20 series, where this gimballed having up to five sensors such as Infrared,
Daylight TV, Long-Range spotter scope, Laser Range Finder and Laser Illuminator. FUR SYSTEMS™ having Star
Shipbome Airborne Forward-looking Infrared Equipment (SAFIRE) TM , SAGEM™ , TIS Limited and many more
which keep on competing to invent high end visual images for the unmanned industries.

Furthermore, even though a multiple and good payload are used, installation of the payloads are crucial to the
image quality during operation. The payload need to be mounted semi-rigid at the belly of the fuselage, or at any
location with references to the mission profile and initial design specification of the systems, and shock mount is
compulsory, otherwise, the vibration from engine and from wind turbulent may caused massive vibration to the im
ages. Careful selection on the shock mount had to be made, otherwise, the vibration might get worse with a wrong
kind of shock mount. Normally, vibration caused by the engine contains two kinds of frequencies. Installing a hard
rubber mount at the engine mounting may eliminate the low frequency vibration. The high frequency vibration usu
ally will not really cause the payload to vibrate as bad as the low frequency vibration, and this situation may be elimi
nated by using pure latex shock mount and mounted at the payload mount.
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bat capability, it appears sig.nificant. Aerial combat is often described as thc most challenging mission for manned
aircraft to perform, and, some say, one that UAVs will never be able to accomplish. Though embryonic, the recent
Predator launch of an air-to-air missile will likely hearten VAV advocates who wish to see more aggressive missions
for unmanned aircraft.

All these missions require different types of payload in order to accomplish. Payload capabilities have to be
analysed in order to obtain a suitable payload that suits the mission profile. The payload specification from the manu
facturer such as Wescan, FUR, Sagem, TIS will compete to produce a payload, which may be capable of performing
as many missions as possibl~. However, as the user of VAV, thorough consideration of all aspects and specifications
of the payloads have to be done during the initial stage of the VAV mission design and detailed specification design.

Discussion

As we can evaluate from this preliminary report, not all payload may suit all the mission profiles, even though the
payload manufacturer are trying their best to compete amongst t:ler.lselves to produce an optimal payload for most
mission profiles. However, multiple mission profiles are still limited to be carried out based on a single payload.

Installation of more thm one payload onto one aerial vehicle- might be considered, but weight constraint and
interfaces complications ne,~d to be clarified and solved in order to avoid instability in the systems. Furthermore,
good images from payload will be considered based on the quality of the installation of that payload. Poor installa
tion will introduce vibration to the images and perhaps will limit the payload performance from its original specifica
tions.

One of the primary concerns about VAV roles and applicatim,$ is "gold plating." Some have declared that if the
military does not control requirements creep, UAVs will be priced Dut of business. The fear is that good designs will
become loaded up with more sensors, more weapons, and more mi~sions until they become too expensive to build or
too valuable to use (and risk losing) in combat. Additional potential impediments include negative aviation culture
mindsets and command, control, and communications bandwidth limitations and constraints.

Conclusion

In this preliminary study on the payload characteristics related to mission profile, it can be concluded that, in order to
have an effective mission, a multiple payload capability is desired. For a typical mission profile, an electro-optical
gimballed payload is appro\=riate. However, for special mission such as electronic warfare, data relay and strike mis
sions, specific payloads are required.
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